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When independence from Spain seemed an irreversible fact and he could no longer avoid acknowledging it, the last Spanish governor of the isolated frontier province of New Mexico, the loyal Facundo Melgares, ordered celebrations in honor of the birth of the new Mexican nation. On 6 January 1822, the streets of Santa Fe rang with the sound of church bells and guns fired into the air, as people made their way to Mass, participated in processions, listened to speeches, watched a special play, and danced well into the night. Among the revelers were Pueblo Indians from Tesuque who performed a "splendid dance" in the main plaza.¹

Although Pueblo Indians and Hispanics danced in celebration of the new regime, they did not dance together. The two societies coexisted but were separate in many ways. Since 1598, when Spanish-Mexicans first began to settle among them, the Pueblos had borrowed new kinds of animals, foods, technology, and ideas from their neighbors, but they had borrowed selectively. The essentials of Pueblo culture—language, religion, and society—had remained intact. One of the pillars of that indigenous culture was communal land, which paternalistic Spanish legislation protected from encroachment by outsiders. By the time of Mexican independence, some 9,000 Pueblo Indians lived in twenty villages, also called pueblos, in the midst of four square leagues of land that officials and Indians alike knew as the pueblo "league."² The exact boundaries of the leagues of many of the pueblos had never been surveyed with precision, but the means of determining the boundaries was well understood by local custom. One would usually measure a linear league, 5,000 varas or about 2.6 miles, from the cross...
of the cemetery in the pueblo to the four cardinal points of the compass.

As one Pueblo leader reminded a Spanish official, "the king, God keep him, has given us one league of land to the four winds."

With the coming of Mexican independence, legislation began to undermine the sanctity of the square league of the Pueblo Indians of New Mexico. One law radically changed the status of the Pueblo Indians by promising them legal equality. A second law permitted the government to dispose of unused communal lands. Both laws, as we shall see, threatened to erode the previously inviolable Pueblo league and thereby weaken the concept of communal ownership of land that had served as the foundation of Pueblo society.

This new legislation had origins in European liberalism, then in brief ascendency in Mexican political life. If communal ownership of property was one of the pillars of Pueblo Indian society, "the cornerstone of the liberal edifice was the individual property-owning citizen." Committed to the classic liberal precepts of legal equality and the utilitarian individualism of Jeremy Bentham, Mexican liberals had little regard for communal property. As the oft-doctrinaire liberal Mexican philosopher José Luis Mora put it, "there are no rights in nature and in society except those of individuals." Indians could not occupy a place of equality in Mexico, Mora argued, until the vestiges of Pueblo paternalism and special privilege were excised. Under Spain, the Laws of the Indies had protected Indian communal property unequivocally. "In no case," one law read, "can these lands be sold or alienated." But in the liberal view, articulated by Mora, Indians needed to acquire individual parcels of land so that they might develop habits of hard work, raise agricultural production, and achieve a "feeling of personal independence."

Mexican liberalism of the 1820s had long antecedents in Spain and in Spanish America, but its most immediate reference point was the legislation of the extraordinary liberal Spanish Cortes, or parliament, that met at Cádiz in southern Spain during the Napoleonic invasion of the Iberian peninsula. Beginning in 1808, Napoleon's forces had not only overrun much of Spain and Portugal, but the French emperor had virtually kidnapped the Spanish monarchs, Charles IV and his ambitious son, Ferdinand VII. In the
absence of Spain's legitimate king and his heir, power fell to the Cortes. Dominated by a group of liberals, including some colonials from America, the Cortes of Cádiz proceeded to reshape the autocratic Spanish government into a constitutional monarchy. The nation's radical new charter, the Constitution of 1812, and other acts of the Cortes were to apply to Spain's overseas empire as well as to the mother country. 9

The new liberal legislation had little immediate impact on Mexico, much less on a remote frontier province such as New Mexico, because the reactionary Ferdinand VII returned to the throne in 1814 and brought the reform movement to a halt. Six years later, however, on the eve of Mexican independence, rebellious Spanish officers and politicians resurrected the movement. In 1820 they forced Ferdinand to restore the Constitution of 1812, reconstitute the Cortes, and declare the previous acts of the Cortes in force in Spain and her possessions. Thus, when the leader of Mexico's successful independence movement, Agustín de Iturbide, sought to win Mexican liberals to his cause in 1821, he found it expedient to declare that the Spanish Constitution and the acts of the Cortes of Cádiz would remain in force in independent Mexico. 10

Under Iturbide, then, Mexico was born with a liberal constitution inherited from Spain. Although Iturbide's empire was short-lived, the spirit of Spanish liberalism lived on in the Mexican Constitution of 1824.

The new liberal legislation had the potential to affect the Pueblo Indians profoundly. First, it declared the equality of all Mexicans before the law. In legislation of 9 February 1811, the Cortes of Cádiz had decreed the juridical equality of Spaniards and Indians, thereby eliminating old legal distinctions, some of which had been designed to provide special protection for Indians. This law was promulgated again in Mexico just prior to Iturbide's rebellion and was distributed to the provinces. When a copy reached Governor Melgares in New Mexico, he declared the "minority" of the Pueblo Indians ended on 18 April 1821. Thereafter, Melgares wrote, the Pueblos should be regarded "as Spaniards in all things." 11

The Iturbide government and the federalists who drafted the Constitution of 1824 continued to regard all Mexicans, including Indians, as equal before the law and repeatedly reaffirmed that
principle. Article twelve of Iturbide’s declaration of independence, the Plan of Iguala, proclaimed that all Mexicans, “without any distinction between Europeans, Africans, nor Indians, are citizens.” A law of 24 February 1822 affirmed “the equality of civil rights of all free inhabitants of the Empire,” and on 17 September 1822, Iturbide ordered that in compliance with article 12 of the Plan of Iguala, no one was to be classified according to racial origin either in private or public documents. After Iturbide’s downfall, the Constitution of 1824 implicitly reaffirmed the equality of all Mexicans, without mentioning Indians specifically.

In practice, the new status of equality that all Mexicans enjoyed had little effect on Comanches, Apaches, and other tribes that did not recognize Mexican sovereignty over them. The new legislation did, however, affect the the Pueblo Indians. After Melgares ended their minority, Pueblos ceased to be wards of the state with a special “protector of Indians” assigned to look after their interests. Following the liberal reforms some Pueblos operated their own municipal governments, paid taxes, and served in the militia with other “citizens.” Priests in New Mexico were instructed not to identify persons in parish records according to racial origins, and members of the New Mexico assembly ceased for a while to use the word “Indian,” or “indio,” to describe the Pueblos. Instead, New Mexico assemblymen began to refer to Pueblo Indians as natives (“hijos” or “naturales”), or citizens (“ciudadanos”). The legislators, as we shall see, clearly understood that the status of the Pueblo Indians had changed along with their name.

Liberalism, then, with its most immediate antecedents in the legislation of the Spanish Cortes, dramatically altered the legal status of Pueblo Indians in theory and in practice. Similarly, but with less success, Mexican liberals sought to place certain communal Indian lands under individual title.

Challenges to communal landholdings of indigenous peoples in Mexico had antecedents in Bourbon Spain, but again it was an act of the liberal Cortes of Cádiz that precipitated change in the Mexican period. In an effort to promote agricultural development, the Cortes had taken measures to convert certain public and communal lands to private ownership, with specific restrictions and under carefully explained guidelines. The most important of these
measures was a much-discussed colonization law of 4 January 1813. Originating in the Agricultural Committee of the Cortes, this law provided for the conversion to private ownership of vacant public lands and certain unneeded communal lands, but the law specifically exempted those common lands, or ejidos, "necessary" to the towns. The law of 4 January 1813 apparently remained in effect in New Mexico until it was superseded by the Colonization Law for the Territories of 21 November 1828.\(^{17}\)

The law of 4 January 1813 had not distinguished between lands belonging to communities of Indians and non-Indians, probably because the Cortes had taken action in regard to Indian-owned lands just two months before. Article five of a law of 9 November 1812, which applied specifically to Indians, had ordered that unused Indian communal lands be unfrozen and put to private use: "if the communal lands are very numerous in respect to the population of the town to which they belong, the lands will be divided, up to half of these lands at the most."\(^{18}\)

Thus, this law of 9 November 1812 applied only to the surplus lands belonging to Indian communities; it did not challenge the idea of community property to the extent that some liberals would have wished. When the bill was first introduced to the Cortes, its author, Florencio Castillo of Costa Rica, had proposed that half of the communal lands of each Indian town, whether used or unused, be divided and put into the hands of adult Indians. Castillo argued the classical liberal line: ownership of land would stimulate Indians to work because Indians, like other men, are guided by self-interest.\(^{19}\) One of a series of measures designed to "alleviate and improve the sad state of the Indians," Castillo's proposal was sent to the Overseas Committee of the Cortes, which proceeded to modify it. The committee recognized the benefits of putting communal lands into the hands of individuals and acknowledged that this proposal conformed to the general philosophy of the Cortes, but the committee argued that communal Indian land "always has been viewed as a sacred place."\(^{20}\) The communal tradition was too well-entrenched among Indians to disturb. The committee, however, made one exception: "If the communal lands are very numerous in respect to the towns to which they belong, in this case it would be very fair to divide up to half of those lands into private
property.” Members of the Cortes agreed with this approach, and adopted the committee’s recommendation in article 5 of the law of 9 November 1812. That law was reissued again by the new liberal Cortes on 29 April 1820, published in Mexico City on 2 September 1820, and would be applied in New Mexico in the 1820s.21

The position of the Cortes had been clear, and New Mexicans had a delegate representing them at the Cortes in 1812 who could give them a firsthand report on this question. Pedro Pino of Santa Fe, who had one of the longest journeys to make from anywhere in the New World, had arrived late in the session, presenting his credentials to the Cortes at Cádiz on 3 August 1812. Pino’s journey through Mexico had left him disturbed by the poverty and sedition of landless peasants. On 20 November 1812, Pino offered a liberal solution to the problem. The only way to extinguish the fires of rebellion in Mexico, Pino told the Cortes, was to congregate people in towns and “assign to every family land sufficient for its necessary subsistence, inside the four leagues of common lands that each town should have, as is the practice in the province of New Mexico.”22

This suggestion, along with several other proposals of Pino’s, was turned over to the Overseas Committee. After five months of study, that body reaffirmed the sanctity of common lands, saying that “the ejidos necessary for the towns cannot; nor should be, reduced to private property; the laws of the Indies never permitted it.” Moreover, the committee could find no law in the Laws of the Indies that required a town to possess four square leagues, as Pino said was the practice in New Mexico. That the laws did not specify this was not a shortcoming, the committee argued, but a wise effort by “those ancient legislators” to assure that the common lands be of adequate size to meet the needs of a town’s population. In any event, the committee argued, the newly passed law of 4 January 1813 would “completely fulfill Sr. Pino’s desires.” That law, the committee pointed out, gave provincial governments the power to put those common lands that towns did not need into private hands.23

In New Mexico, the idea that surplus land, or “tierra sobrante,” might be taken from some of the Pueblos and put to use by non-Indians had been raised a few years prior to Mexican independence on at least two occasions. Gov. Alberto Maynez had affirmed unequivocally, however, that the Pueblo league could not be given
away or sold “without license from the king, because it is a patri­mony or entailed estate, which no judge or governor has the au­thority to sell, in whole or in part.” The new liberal legislation ended the protection of the Crown, and the first years of Mexican independence saw a number of non-Indians petition the govern­ment for Pueblo land.

Under Mexico, petitions for Pueblo Indian land were usually addressed to the New Mexico diputación, a seven-member elected assembly over which the governor presided. Like the new status of the Pueblo Indians, the diputación was also a creation of the Cortes of Cádiz. New Mexico’s first diputación was elected in January 1822—none had existed in the Spanish period. The law of 9 November 1812 required that the diputaciones carry out the division of surplus communal property, according to local needs and particular circumstances: “It should be understood that in all of these divisions the provincial assembly will designate the parcel of land that belongs to each individual, according to the particular circumstances of that individual and of each town.”

On the surface, this act seems clear enough, but the law left much unsaid. Although the law was clearly designed to benefit Indians, it did not specifically say who would receive unused lands from Indian communities. In New Mexico, for example, should the land be divided among individual Pueblo Indians who might in turn sell their parcels? Or would the land revert to the state, which would be empowered to grant it to individuals? If the latter, who might receive grants of the former Indian-owned lands? Indians? non-Indians? or both? Consistent with liberal philosophy, the Cortes intended to leave “the quantity, the timing, and the means of dividing these vacant lands” to local governments, as one legislator put it. The ambiguity of the law, however, permitted inconsist­encies and led to confusion in New Mexico.

The first inquiry to reach the New Mexico diputación that specifically mentioned the law of 9 November 1812 came from the El Paso district, then under the jurisdiction of Santa Fe. In a letter dated 18 March 1823, officials of the ayuntamiento, or town council, of the former mission community of Real de San Lorenzo wanted to know if it could partition surplus Pueblo lands to landless vecinos in the area. Only one mission Indian lived at San Lorenzo,
few, if any, remained in the neighboring mission community of San Antonio de Senecú. The ayuntamiento of San Lorenzo referred specifically to the law of 9 November 1812 and asked if it applied in New Mexico.\textsuperscript{29}

That year, 1823, saw Iturbide flee for Europe in the face of open revolt and politicians scramble to fill the vacuum in power. Given the political confusion in the nation's capital it is understandable that the alcaldes in the frontier village of San Lorenzo would wonder if certain Spanish laws were still in force. The question would continue to perplex New Mexico officials under the Constitution of 1824, which remained in effect for eleven years. Under that liberal charter, New Mexico held the status of a territory, setting it apart from the other states that comprised the United States of Mexico. As a territory, New Mexico came under the supervision of Congress, which was to draw up regulations for its internal government. Congress never completed that task, however, so New Mexico officials continued uneasily to follow the laws of the Constitutional monarchy established by the Cortes of Cádiz together with the laws of the Mexican Republic.\textsuperscript{30}

Under the circumstances, there was ample room for confusion and disagreement, but the Pueblo Indians and Mexican liberalism seemed on a collision course. Not only was Mexican politics permeated by "an official atmosphere favorable to the disappearance of the communal property of Indians," as one historian has put it, but the expanding non-Indian population of New Mexico also coveted the fertile Pueblo lands that had previously been closed to them.\textsuperscript{31} Especially inviting was the "league" of the once powerful pueblo of Pecos, strategically situated along the major trade route between the Rio Grande Pueblos and the tribes of the High Plains. The population of Pecos had fallen to eight or ten families by 1821, and much of the pecoseños' richest lands had lain fallow and ungrazed.\textsuperscript{32} Pecos seemed an ideal place to test the provision of the law of 9 November 1812 that called for the diputación to place unused Indian communal land into private hands.

New Mexico officials had received petitions for vacant lands at Pecos at least as early as 1821, but declined to distribute any Pueblo land.\textsuperscript{33} In 1824, however, the picture began to change. That year the diputación received requests for parcels of Pecos lands from
four different parties. The first of those petitions, which the diputación considered on 16 February, asked for lands at Pecos "that the few natives do not cultivate." The legislators responded prudently to the request, agreeing that they would consult with the pecoseños through their principal "caudillos" and gather information about the condition of the pueblo and the lands requested. While the Pecos question was under review, the policy that the diputación would adopt in regard to uncultivated Pueblo land was enunciated in a similar case involving Indian land in the Rio Grande Valley.

On 16 February 1824, the diputación also had considered three different requests from eighteen persons who sought vacant farm land ("tierra de labor") that belonged to San Felipe and Santo Domingo, neighboring pueblos in the Rio Grande Valley. The diputación appointed a committee to look into the matter and, among other things, "inform the Indians that the governor had the right to dispose of those lands to improve the decadent agriculture of this vast territory." Although it did not cite any specific act of the Cortes of Cádiz, the New Mexico diputación clearly echoed its liberal utilitarian philosophy. A month later, the committee appointed by the diputación reported that it had found three-fourths of a league of vacant land at San Felipe and Santo Domingo that the "naturales" said had been given them for pasture. This land may have lain outside of the pueblo league; the records of the diputación are not clear on this point. After a brief discussion, the legislators decided that the governor should go personally to the two pueblos and "distribute [repartir] the lands that had been held in common up to the present date, so that each one recognizing his property might dispose of it with the liberty of the other citizens, and in virtue of this distribution, the excess land [tierra sobrante] will be disposed of on the best terms." In other words, the diputación had apparently decided to divide the land among individual Indians so that they might sell or lease it if they could not use it themselves. The procedure would differ at Pecos the next year.

Liberalism had clearly come to the Pueblos, but the diputación seemed determined to examine each case on its merits as the law required. In the case of Pecos, the Pueblo Indians opposed the
This map shows the Pecos pueblo grant (18,763 acres) and reveals the impact of a decision by the diputación territorial in 1825 to apportion the valuable but unused ciénaga between Indian and non-Indian owners. The shaded area shows non-Indian tracts that sandwiched ten Pueblo families between Hispanics on the north and south. Map, courtesy of Em Hall.
granting of their lands to “vecinos,” as they called the non-Indians, on the grounds that they themselves had scarcely enough farmland. Although the pecoseños probably exaggerated their condition, the diputación ruled on 12 March 1824 to deny one of the requests by non-Indians for Pecos lands.\(^37\) Pressure, however, continued to mount. Vecinos began to settle on the Pecos league without permission, and officials began to respond affirmatively to requests for unused Pecos land. Within a year, when two groups of vecinos found themselves occupying overlapping claims, the question of surplus lands at Pecos reappeared on the agenda of the diputación.\(^36\)

On 16 February 1825, a year to the day after the diputación had begun to consider the Pecos, San Felipe, and Santo Domingo questions, one Miguel Ribera complained to the assembly that lands that the governor had assigned to him at Pecos had already been granted by the diputación to the sacristan Diego Padilla.\(^39\) The legislators suggested a way to resolve the conflict, then went on to express concern that this discord was arousing “various doubts concerning whether or not the Pecos had the right to sell lands or block the grants made by this diputación of lands that the Pecos did not cultivate.” These doubts, the legislators said, had been dispelled by article 5 of the law of 9 November 1812, “which is presently in force and should be applied according to the circumstances of each pueblo.”\(^40\) Subsequent actions of the diputación make clear the meaning of this somewhat ambiguous statement. The diputación regarded the Pecos as having the right to sell land to non-Indian individuals, but the diputación also asserted its right to condemn surplus lands of the pueblo to the public domain and to grant those lands to non-Indian individuals. The issues were clarified within two weeks.

On 3 March 1825, the diputación heard a complaint from the “naturales” of Pecos, “claiming the right to a league of land that they had in the time of the Spanish government.” The legislators responded by deciding to send two of their own, Matías Ortiz and José Francisco Ortiz, to Pecos with instructions to explain to the Indians that “just as their old obligations have ceased, so have their privileges ended. They are equal, one to the other, to all the other citizens who with them form the great Mexican family.”\(^41\) The two-member commission of Ortiz and Ortiz was to divide among the
Indians the surplus lands of the pueblo "according to the spirit" of the law of 9 November 1812. The diputación made clear that the Pecos Indians had the right to sell the distributed lands, if they wished. After dividing the unused land among the pecosenos, Ortiz and Ortiz were to report back to the diputación on which lands remained unassigned. Those lands were to be distributed to non-Indians who were "absolutely desolate." Preference was to be given to a number of claimants who had already heard about the land giveaway at Pecos and who had petitions for land on the agenda of the diputación that very day. They included José María Gallegos, José Francisco Baca, a retired soldier named Rafael Benavides, and Miguel Ribera and his partners who were reapplying for land at Pecos. 42

The two commissioners lost little time. On 19 March Ortiz and Ortiz were back in Santa Fe with their report. They had allocated lands at Pecos to the heads of ten families of Pecos Indians and eleven heads of non-Indian families representing the Benavides and Ribera claimants. The commissioners had a list of seventeen more persons who were to be given those lands that remained after the initial apportionment. The diputación decided to send the two Ortizes back to Pecos to verify the allotment of the land, mark the boundaries, and put the other claimants in possession of the former pueblo lands. As recompense for this work, Ortiz and Ortiz could receive plots of surplus lands themselves. 43 It was not simply liberal ideology, then, that motivated some members of the diputación to begin to divide the surplus communal lands at Pecos.

During the first half of 1825, the diputación was clearly committed to the liberal policy of redistributing unused Pueblo lands. That summer, when it received a request from various individuals for surplus lands from "the league" that belonged to the Indians of the pueblo of Nambé, the diputación proceeded to gather information, just as it had in the cases of Pecos, Santo Domingo, and San Felipe. The legislators instructed the ayuntamiento of Santa Cruz de la Cañada to investigate the status of land at Nambé and resolve the matter satisfactorily. 44 In its efforts to apply the Law of 9 November 1812, the diputación of New Mexico seems to have operated firmly and fairly, gathering information before acting and giving the Pueblos a chance to respond.
As autumn of 1825 approached, members of the diputación lost confidence in their assertion of the right to divide surplus Pueblo lands. This change of attitude coincided with the arrival of a new governor, Antonio Narbona, who replaced Bartolomé Baca. Narbona entered Santa Fe on 13 September 1825 and two days later assumed his position at the head of the diputación. That very day, the diputación refused to honor a request for the surplus lands belonging to “the native citizens” of the pueblo of San Juan de los Caballeros. The legislators resolved “not to consider this nor other requests of its kind” until it received a general ruling from the central government on a matter “of such significance.”

A month later, when the Pecos Indians complained again about violations of their “league,” the diputación decided that “after reviewing the antecedents and law of Spain upon which this diputación is founded,” to refer the matter to the central government. The diputación requested an interpretation of article 5 of the law of 9 November 1812, and an explanation for why it should not distribute the surplus lands of other Pueblos, as it had done with Pecos.

The decision of the diputación to secure clarification for future decisions from Mexico City seems to have discouraged further applicants for surplus Pueblos lands. During the next few years the diputación apparently received few new requests and the redistribution of Pueblo lands halted before it had gone very far. While the diputación awaited a ruling from Mexico City, the vecinos who remained on the Pecos league began to sell their lands, according to a complaint lodged by Pecos Alcalde Rafael Aguilar and other Indians on 12 March 1826. These Pueblo Indians referred to themselves as “the principal citizens of the Pueblo of Pecos.” They reminded the diputación of the Pueblos’ “rights as citizens,” reasserted their ownership of a square league, and asked the diputación to order the vecinos to stop selling the lands. Among other things, the pecoseños charged the vecinos had not lived on the land the five years required to receive clear title. The diputación responded by resolving “again” to send an inquiry to the central government. In the meantime the governor should inform those vecinos who held possession of lands within the area that the Pecos
claimed "that under no circumstances may they [the vecinos] sell or alienate those lands."49

On 31 March 1826, apparently in response to the latest petition from Pecos, Governor Narbona sent another inquiry about the Pecos situation, as well as a petition from the pueblo of Isleta, to an official in Mexico City. Narbona's query was answered on 31 May 1826 by the first secretary of state, who asked that the diputación and the governor provide him with more information about the extent of the lands at Pecos, their origin and form, their age, and their present function.50 Narbona answered these questions on 14 October 1826 in some detail. His response showed clearly that he had imbibed the prevailing liberal spirit. Narbona viewed Indian communities as unprogressive; he favored converting all Pueblo lands to private property, not just unused lands.51 The diputación unanimously "confirmed and ratified" Narbona's response. It apparently viewed his solution of the Pecos problem as the best way to treat the lands of all the pueblos—"the remedy that is necessary so that the pueblos of this territory, in general, will flourish."52 Considering that the sympathies of the governor and the diputación were not with Pecos, it seems remarkable that these officials nonetheless followed legal channels all the way to Mexico City to obtain a ruling in the case. Had they resolved the matter locally, it seems unlikely that they would have risked reprisal from the distant central government.

A search of a variety of government correspondence, as well as the minutes of the diputación from October 1826 to early 1829, has failed to produce a record of a reply from the central government to Narbona's requests for a decision about the surplus Pueblo lands.53 These were years of intense political infighting in the nation's capital, and it is possible that New Mexico affairs were ignored. If a reply did come, it must have told local officials to stop redistributing the surplus lands of Indian communities, for early in 1829 the diputación suddenly reversed itself.

This latest turn of events was prompted by the internecine fighting among non-Indian claimants to Pecos land and by a letter to the governor, dated 9 March 1829, from Rafael Aguilar and José Cota, first and second alcaldes of Pecos pueblo. The two Indian leaders, both of whom signed with an "x," protested that for "five
years going on six” they had sought protection from settlers who moved onto their lands:

> Please, Your Excellency, see if by chance the natives of our pueblo, for whom we speak, are denied property and the shelter of the laws of our liberal system. Indeed, Sir, has the right of ownership and security that every citizen [todo ciudadano] enjoys in his possessions been abolished?54

The answer to this question, as historian John Kessell has noted, was “surprisingly unequivocal.” The diputación appointed a committee to look into the matter and its report, issued on 24 March 1829, concluded:

1) That all the lands of which they have been despoiled be returned to the natives of the pueblo of Pecos.
2) That the settlers who have possession of them be advised by the alcalde of that district that they have acquired no right of possession because said grant was given to lands that have owners.55

The diputación approved both of these articles with the additional clarification that “the lands that must be returned to the natives of Pecos are those that have been granted and not those which they [the Pueblos] sold.” Explicitly, then, the diputación again recognized the right of Pecos Indians to sell property as could other Mexican citizens, but the diputación now abjured its previously asserted right to condemn surplus lands to the public domain and to grant them to non-Indians. If surplus communal lands were to be put into non-Indian hands, the Pueblos could do it themselves and reap the profits, just like other citizens whose property Mexican law repeatedly affirmed was inviolate.

The appeal by the leaders of Pecos pueblo for “the rights that every citizen enjoys” and the willingness of the diputación to concede these rights is significant. It suggests a greater change in the legal status of the Pueblos under independent Mexico than most historians have acknowledged.56 After mid-1825 the Pueblos no longer appealed to special rights as Indians, as they would have under Spain. Instead they argued for the rights of other Mexicans and appealed to their prior ownership of land. On 14 May 1829,
for example, Mariano Rodríguez of Picurís pueblo, who termed himself a "citizen," protested the granting of common lands of Picurís to two non-Indians. Among the arguments that Rodríguez used was that the laws of Mexico "declare the property of citizens sacred." Rodríguez won his case.

The Pecos pueblo imbroglio did not end in 1829, of course. At least one of the vecinos, Domingo Fernández, requested the restitution of his lands at Pecos. He cited his right to that land by virtue of the law of 9 November 1812, but the diputación stuck by its decision. Fernández then appealed his case to the Supreme Court in Mexico City. When the Supreme Court asked the New Mexico diputación for further evidence in the case, the diputación replied that the matter fell within its own jurisdiction and that "since time immemorial the land in question was the property of the naturales" of Pecos. The Supreme Court agreed that the case fell under local jurisdiction and apparently sent the documents back to New Mexico on 11 February 1830.

Although the diputación in New Mexico abandoned the right to place unused property within the Pueblo leagues into the public domain, the new liberal legislation had permitted erosion of the once-sacrosanct Pueblo communal lands. By defining the Pueblos as citizens, and by removing government restrictions that gave the Indians special protection, the liberals left the way open for Pueblos to sell parcels of real estate. At Pecos, the vecinos who had settled illegally under the now-rescinded policy of the diputación refused to go away. It appears that in 1830 José Cota, one of the last Pecos leaders, sold a choice, well-watered tract of the commonlands to Juan Estevan Pino, son of New Mexico's delegate to the Spanish Cortes of 1812, Pedro Bautista Pino. Juan Estevan Pino permitted the vecinos to stay on his newly acquired lands at Pecos.

Encroachment by non-Indians on the lands of New Mexico Pueblos probably accelerated in the Mexican period as some historians have argued. The vecino movement onto Pueblo lands, however, seems to have occurred through the legal sale of Pueblo lands as well as through the illegal actions of squatters. Indeed, squatting on Indian land by non-Indians had become so extensive in New Mexico that Pueblos would have been foolish not to sell land if a non-Indian, who occupied a parcel free of charge, offered to pay
for it in order to quiet title. By one count, vecinos outnumbered Indians at fourteen of the New Mexico pueblos in 1821.63

As one document suggests, the sale of Pueblo lands to non-Indians during the Mexican period may have become routine, but the extent of such sales may never be definitively determined.64 There were no contemporary deed books in which such land transactions were recorded, and few original deeds of land sales from Indians to non-Indians apparently exist in public archives. Abstracts of original deeds, however, suggest that a substantial number of these sales occurred in the 1830s.65

Thus, the liberal measures of the Spanish Cortes, as perpetuated in the young Mexican Republic, eroded the legal underpinnings of formerly inviolable community property belonging to New Mexico's Pueblo Indians. Through legal as well as illegal means, non-Indians apparently acquired parcels of Pueblo lands. Meanwhile, the state retained the right to allocate certain communal lands until the end of the Mexico period, even under conservative regimes,66 although it did not exercise that right in New Mexico after the 1820s.

By the end of the 1820s, then, the liberal program of putting surplus community land into private hands apparently had come to a halt among the Pueblos. Not only had liberal leadership in Mexico City become fractionalized, personalistic, and ineffective,67 but the Pueblo Indians themselves defended their property through appeals to authorities. The pueblo of Pecos played the key role in testing the applicability of the law of 9 November 1812 in New Mexico, and the success of this nearly abandoned pueblo seems to have blocked efforts to apply the law to other more populous pueblos.68

As a result, all of the pueblos except Pecos maintained a communal land base until the American conquest of New Mexico in 1846. On the eve of the United States invasion of New Mexico, national and local law alike recognized the sanctity of private property, whether it belonged to individuals or to communities.69 On 23 February 1846, for example, one of a series of municipal ordinances drawn up by the New Mexico Departmental Assembly referred to the lands that towns "presently possess in common or that they might acquire in the future." This document, which did
not distinguish between Indian and non-Indian towns, not only recognized communal property but acknowledged the possibility of the expansion of communal property. 70

The Pueblos' successful resistance to the most extreme aspects of liberal land reform was not an aberration. Throughout Mexico and Central America in the 1820s, liberal efforts to convert communal Indian land into private holdings failed. Under the federalist Constitution of 1824 such matters were left to the discretion of individual states, many of which adopted their own agrarian laws. Efforts to apply those laws, however, encountered overwhelming obstacles: the need of municipalities to maintain common lands as a source of tax revenue; the difficulty of defining "those who were once called Indians" in areas where miscegenation had become commonplace; the fear of some liberals that smaller units of private land would fall prey to avaricious haciendas and have the counterproductive effect of promoting latifundismo; the urgency of other problems that left matters concerning Indians very low on the liberal agenda; and the tenaciousness of Indians themselves, who fought with every weapon to maintain tradition. 71

The same liberal legislation that mandated the allocation of surplus lands of Indian communities also contained provisions that in theory granted all Mexicans, including Indians, due process and that guaranteed the protection of private property—be it owned by communities or individuals. By appealing to their rights as citizens, the Pueblo Indians staved off the liberal threat to their communal property in the 1820s even though they could not always protect themselves from squatters or resist the impulse to exercise their new right to sell land. Not until the adoption of the controversial Ley Lerdo of 25 June 1856 (the Ley de Desamortización), did Mexican liberals make another serious effort to turn Indian common lands into small farms. This time their efforts had disastrous results for Indian communities throughout Mexico. 72 By then, of course, sovereignty over New Mexico had changed again and the Pueblo Indians had to learn to survive under a new legal system. In the United States, too, the Pueblos would continue to hear echoes of the nineteenth-century liberal philosophy of legal equality and individual private ownership espoused as the solutions to their economic problems.
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